Abstract: Silver ion implantation in single-crystalline sapphire has given rise to the formation of silver nanoparticle-sapphire composites, which have been imaged using transmission electron microscopy, and confirmed using linear optical absorption and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry. Nonlinear refractive index and two-photon absorption of these nanocomposites have been observed using Z-scan and Anti-resonant Interferometric Nonlinear Spectroscopy (ARINS) in the close proximity of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) wavelength of silver nanoclusters ($400 nm) and at $807 nm, respectively. Both sign and value of the nonlinear parameters were determined, and the third-order optical susceptibility ð ð3Þ Þ of the composites has been found to be significant. Such metal nanocomposites in glasses and sapphires having appreciable ð3Þ with temporal responses in picosecond to femtosecond time domain have great relevance to futuristic switching materials in nanophotonics.
Introduction
A currently active area of nonlinear optics research is concerned with all-optical devices that are designed to switch and process light signals without converting them into electronic form, thus eliminating the electronic Bbottleneck[ in the speed of electronics used for switching, routing, and signal processing. These devices are essentially based on the nonlinear optical properties of materials, i.e., changes of the refractive index caused by an intense optical beam. Nonlinear optical properties of metal implanted glasses, studied by means of conventional nonlinear optical measurement techniques, determine the coefficients 2 and of the material, related to the nonlinear refractive index and nonlinear absorption of the sample; these are defined by ¼ 0 þ 2 I and ¼ 0 þ I, where 0 and 0 the linear refractive index and absorption, respectively, and I the intensity of the light. The nonlinear refractive index ð 2 Þ and nonlinear (two-photon) absorption ðÞ of the material are related to the real and imaginary parts of third-order optical susceptibility ð ð3Þ Þ, respectively. These nonlinear properties may play a central role in all-optical switching device technology.
Odd-order nonlinear optical phenomena (i.e., ðnÞ , where n ¼ 1; 3; 5; . . .) can occur both for centrosymmetric media (bulk of gases, liquids, glasses) and noncentrosymmetric crystals. However, the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility prevails intrinsically in inversion-symmetric glasses because of the deficiency of long-range periodicity unlike crystals and introducing metal nanoclusters into these glass matrices can further enhance their third-order nonlinear optical responses. The occurrence of such third-order optical nonlinearity in silver nanocluster-sapphire composite is also of current research interest.
The nonlinear optical response of nanocluster-glass/sapphire composites arises essentially from saturable absorption at the excitonic levels [1] , [2] . This effect drastically modifies the quantum states of the electrons and their interaction with applied optical fields; referred to as quantum confinement. Secondly, when the size of the nanoclusters is much smaller than the wavelength ðÞ of the applied optical field (i.e., for clusters with diameters less than =20), the electric field that acts on and polarizes the free charges of these clusters can be vastly different from the macroscopic field outside the metal clusters in the surrounding medium. This polarization, in turn, modifies the dielectric constant of the composite medium. This effect is called dielectric or classical confinement. Both quantum and dielectric confinement effects alter the susceptibilities of the composite, thereby modifying the linear and nonlinear refractive indices and the absorption coefficients.
Modification of the optical properties of glasses by the introduction of colloidal metal particles during the melting stage has a long history [3] ; more recently, ion implantation has been explored [4] - [11] in the synthesis of metal nanoclusters. Ion implantation followed by thermal annealing has also been used to create localized regions containing a high density of colloidal Au or Ag precipitates in sapphire ðAl 2 O 3 Þ [12]- [14] . These colloidal precipitates give rise to dramatic optical absorption effects through surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The results of investigation of the nonlinear refraction of sapphire doped by Ag, Cu, and Au nanoparticles using the Z-scan technique have also been reported earlier [15] .
The present work reports a study on the linear and nonlinear optical properties of 150 keV Ag in IBM geometry with Si surface barrier detector at the University of Pretoria, South Africa. The optical absorption spectra were measured at room temperature with Cary 500 UV-VIS-IR dual beam spectrometer with unimplanted crystal of the same orientation in the reference beam. Specimens were prepared from crystalline sapphire flakes, implanted on TEM grids and analyzed on 400 kV Tecnai F20.
Experimental
Nonlinear optical measurements of the silver implanted sapphire samples have been made by a combination of Z -scan and ARINS techniques. The Z -scan has provided the sign of the nonlinear refractive index ð 2 Þ and nonlinear absorption coefficient ðÞ, whereas the ARINS has provided the accurate values of these parameters, thereby yielding the real and imaginary parts of third-order dielectric susceptibility ð ð3Þ Þ of silver nanocluster-sapphire composite. Z -scan technique [16] (schematically shown in Fig. 1 ) is very sensitive to detect small nonlinear refraction and allows us to determine both the sign and magnitude of nonlinear refractive index 2 and nonlinear absorption coefficient . Nonlinear refraction and nonlinear absorption were performed by both open-and closed-aperture Z -scans of the samples at room temperature. The excitation source is a Ti-Sapphire laser with tunability in the range 700-850 nm. The pulse width was in between 70 fs and 100 fs. The repetition rate was 100 MHz. Since the SPR band of silver nanocomposites appeared at around 412 nm, a wavelength close to that value was chosen for nonlinear optical measurements. The second harmonic of 824 nm wavelength was generated so as to achieve the wavelength around 412 nm. The silver implanted sample was placed near the waist of the focused Gaussian beam and was moved step by step along the propagation direction (Z-axis) of the Gaussian beam under the control of a PC. Meanwhile, a detector monitored the transmitted laser power and the signals were sent back to the computer and recorded. When the sample moves toward the focus from negative Z , the laser power density intercepted by the sample increases, giving rise to self-focusing: Owing to the Gaussian transverse intensity profile of the laser beam, the original plane wavefront gets progressively disturbed, in a way similar to that imposed by the lens, leading to a self-focusing that shifts the position of the actual focal point. A photodiode detector simultaneously measures the intensity of the transmitted beam through the sample as a function of the position of the sample, giving the Z -scan curve, the shape of which will reveal the presence of any absorptive nonlinearity in the sample.
Although Z -scan is one of the simplest and most popular single beam techniques, it does not provide the sensitivity usually necessary for studying thin films. However, it can accurately detect the sign of the nonlinearity. Lee and Hughes (LH) [17] proposed a simple, sensitive, single beam technique based on an antiresonant ring (Sagnac) interferometer for simultaneously measuring the real and imaginary contributions to optical nonlinearity, and called it ARINS. The technique utilizes the dressing of two unequal-intensity counterpropagating pulsed optical beams with differential nonlinear phases, which occurs upon traversing the sample. This difference in phase manifests itself in the intensity-dependent transmission. Photodetection of the transmission of the ARINS yields spatially and temporally integrated response. Consequently, it is the pulse energy and not the instantaneous power that is detected. Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of an ARINS setup. A 50-50 beam splitter divides the incoming pulsed beam into two counterpropagating pulses having a -phase difference. Pulses propagating in the clockwise (CW) direction are reflected by an uncoated flat with 6 wedged rear-surface (reflectivity 4%), while those propagating in the counterclockwise (CCW) direction are reflected by a high-reflectivity (HR) mirror.
These two optical pulses again recombine at the beam splitter to yield ARINS transmission field E out , with jE out j 2 / jE cw þ E ccw j 2 , where E cw and E ccw are the optical fields traveling in CW and CCW directions, respectively. Inside the ring there is a unit magnification telescope comprising of a pair of identical lenses ðL 1 ; L 2 Þ in 2f configuration. One of the lenses focuses the pulses into the sample placed at its focus while the other one re-collimates them. The two counterpropagating fields traversing the ring acquire linear as well as intensity-dependent nonlinear phase shifts. Since both the fields traverse the same optical path through the ring and encounter the same interactions with the optical elements, linear interactions would affect their amplitude and phase in identical manner. For an exactly 50% beam splitter, in the absence of any nonlinear interactions, the two returning 
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Ion-Beam-Synthesized Silver Nanoclusters fields will be having the same amplitude and phase difference between them and, consequently, will interfere destructively at the beam splitter to yield zero transmission. Measurement against this dark background provides the basis for the improved sensitivity essential for measuring relatively weak signals. Any small deviation ðÞ from the ideal splitting ratio results in a leakage from the ARINS and is responsible for the background that limits the sensitivity of the measurement. If the sample under investigation exhibits nonlinear response, the two unequal intensity counterpropagating pulses will undergo different phase changes after passing through the sample. Their superposition on the beam splitter will result in the intensity-dependent transmission of the ARINS, which is related to the nonlinear response of the sample.
Results and Discussion
Metal nanoparticles were synthesized in sapphire single crystals of c and r orientations by lowenergy (150 keV) room-temperature silver ion implantation with high fluence ð1:57 Â 10 17 ions/cm 2 Þ. Fig. 3 shows the linear optical absorption for silver implanted sapphire (0001) samples. As evidenced from the figure, the absorption band appeared at around 412 nm, which is due to the SPR of silver nanoclusters. Similar observations were reported for silver implanted glass samples [18] , [19] and sapphire [13] , where the band appeared at around 400 nm, which is in agreement with the present results.
The shoulder at about 360 nm on the high-energy side may indicate the presence of F2 þ point defects whose absorption band is in this region of the spectrum [20] , [21] , or there is a possibility of a bimodal distribution of silver nanoparticles in sapphire [22] matrix. The depth profile of c-oriented Al 2 O 3 was obtained by 1.6 MeV He þ ions RBS and reveals a buried layer of silver at 41 nm below the surface (see Fig. 4 ), which is in good agreement with Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) calculations.
The average diameter of the particles was obtained from HRTEM and lie between 3 and 7 nm using similar implantation conditions in sapphire nanoflakes. X-TEM images from the implanted sapphire flakes revealed that the silver nanoparticles are mainly spherical and the sapphire substrate remained crystalline (see Fig. 5 ). Implanting into sapphire nanoflakes circumvents the process of mechanical or ion beam thinning after irradiation. Therefore, the metal particle formation observed was entirely due to the implantation process. Optical properties of metal nanoparticles suspended in a dielectric medium are described by Mie theory [23] . The extinction coefficient for spherical particles, whose diameter is much smaller than the incident wavelength ðÞ of light, can be evaluated from the Lorentzian expression
where r is the radius of nanoparticles, N the volume density of nanoparticles, " h the dielectric constant of the host matrix, and " 1 and " 2 the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of the metallic nanoparticles, respectively. The extinction coefficient in expression (1) has maximum value at " 1 þ 2" 2 h ¼ 0, corresponding to SPR of the metallic nanoparticles. The optical constants of the nonlinear medium are intensity-dependent [2] and can be written as
where 0 is the linear absorption coefficient, and I and I S are the laser intensity and saturation intensity, respectively. The first term in expression (2) describes the saturable absorption and the second term describes the positive nonlinear absorption coefficient given by , which is related to the imaginary part of ð3Þ expressed as 
The above two equations are valid in the case of negligible linear absorption, i.e., when 0 =2k 0 G 1 (based on our calculation), where k ¼ 2= [24] . The accurate evaluation of 2 employing Z -scan technique is a very difficult task for systems characterized by large values of volume fraction, because of the nonlinear absorption masking effect, often remarkable when working near SPR wavelength. High values of p are usually related to significant linear absorption effects. Strong linear absorption provides a coupling between Re ½ ð3Þ and , and between Im½ ð3Þ and 2 when transforming experimental quantities to susceptibilities. The coupling arises from the complex nature of the linear refractive index.
The usual Z -scan profile appears as a curve with a maximum and a minimum on each side of the focal point, where it goes to zero. However, in our experiment, the open aperture Z -scan profile in each case shows a typical peak, symmetric about the focus, known to be the signature of saturable absorption. The peak appears at the focal point where the laser pulse has the strongest fluence. In order to scan the SPR wavelength (412 nm) region, we tuned the laser with wavelength 812.51 nm and generated the second harmonic of this wavelength at 406.09 nm. Similar type of saturable absorption in copper-doped silicate glasses was reported by Ganeev et al. [25] . Obviously, the open aperture measurement shows an enhanced transmittance near the focus, occurring due to the saturation of absorption. This reveals negative nonlinear absorption coefficient.
For particle diameter ( (where is the wavelength of the optical wave in vacuum), only the electric-dipole contribution to the re-radiated optical field needs to be taken into account. Metal valence electrons move freely inside the sphere. The particles form a strong dipole in applied electric field, enhancing the local field and the polarization of dielectric. The excitation wavelength is close to the SPR peaks of this sample, in which Ag nanoclusters display the stronger saturable absorption performance. The analytical expression for the normalized transmittance in the present case can be written as [11] T ðzÞ ¼ AðzÞ 1
where
and L ¼ 1 À expð 0 lÞ 0 I o is the laser intensity at the focal point, l is the sample length (width of the implanted layer), which is 31.66 nm in our case, as obtained from RBS data (Fig. 4 shows the RBS data). We have shown that in our case the condition i.e., 0 =2k 0 G 1, is applicable, so the evaluation of Im ð3Þ using (3) is valid. The fitting parameters, i.e., nonlinear absorption coefficient ðÞ, linear absorption coefficient ð 0 Þ, imaginary part of nonlinear susceptibility Im ð3Þ , energy parameters etc. are given in Table 1 . Although the Z -scan values are not that reliable because of possible inherent errors arising due to external noise, catastrophic self-focusing effect, surface inhomogeneity, etc., the sign of the nonlinearity obtained by this experiment is important. On the contrary, in ARINS both beams travel the same path inside the ring and thus, any external jerk will affect both beams identically. The evaluation of the accurate values of the nonlinear parameters has been bestowed upon the ARINS technique, which however cannot provide the sign of the parameters. Therefore, the combination of these two techniques is essential. The ARINS output transmission I out is a cubic polynomial of incident intensity I in and the coefficients are directly related to 2 and , as shown in the expression (6) [26] , [27] .
It is clear from (6) that ARINS cannot give any unique values of the nonlinear parameters ( 2 and ) as far as the sign of these parameters are concerned. In this equation is the linear absorption coefficient, L is the sample thickness, R is the reflectivity of the low-reflectivity mirror and represents the small deviation from the ideal splitting ratio of the beam splitter. For ¼ 0, I out / I 3 in , in which case the simultaneous evaluation of 2 and becomes difficult. However, a small nonzero makes the analysis much simpler as each term of the polynomial can be directly evaluated. Fig. 7 shows the ARINS leakage as a function of incident intensity I in at wavelength 807 nm, which shows a clear curvature indicating the nonlinear signature of the sample.
The values of the nonlinear parameters as extracted from ARINS are shown in Table 2 . The values are different from the values obtained by Z -scan technique as the two experiments were carried out at two different wavelengths. Z -scan was carried out at a wavelength very close to SPR wavelength and ARINS was carried out at a wavelength double of that because of the limitation in laser tuning.
Again thermal heating induced by a single laser pulse persists over some characteristic time t c . As a result, when the time interval between consecutive laser pulses is shorter than t c , the thermal effect increases. The time scale for the cumulative process is given by t c ¼ $ s. This is much smaller than the time interval between consecutive laser pulses 0.1 s used in our experiment. Thus, the third-order nonlinearity observed is not induced by thermal effect within the pulse temporal width.
Conclusion
Silver ion implantation at 150-keV energy was used to synthesize metal nanoparticles in -Al 2 O 3 crystals. High diffusivity of silver atoms resulted in the formation of silver-sapphire nanocomposites without postimplantation heat treatment. Metallic nanoparticles embedded in a dielectric medium significantly change optical propertiesVlinear and nonlinearVof the implanted material. Appearance of metal SPR in UV-visible spectra affects nonlinear response of the material. The present measurements show significant nonlinear signal in sapphire that exhibit SPR due to interaction of light with confined electron gas of small metallic particles. TEM experiments provide direct estimate of the particles' radii. Nonlinear refractive index and two-photon absorption of these nanocomposites have been observed using Z -scan and ARINS in the close proximity of SPR frequency of silver nanoclusters and also in the second harmonic of it. Both sign and value of the nonlinear parameters were determined and the third-order optical susceptibility ð ð3Þ Þ of the composite has been found to be appreciable.
